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47$,1 $7aio7w Use of negotiation procedures is proper where

agency, in procurement of flight training,
aircraft maintenance, and related facilities
management services, requires high level of
technical competence to satisfy its minimum
needs and adequate specifications describing
needs cannot be drafted.

Del Rio Flying Service (Del Rio)Lprotests the issu-
ance by the Department of the Air Force of request for
proposals, (RFP) F41689-30-B-OOlOLto operate the T-41
flight screening and training program, including aircraft
and facilities maintenances at liondo, Texas. Del Riotcon-
tends that the requirement should be formally advertised
rather than negotiated. Del Rio further contends that the
contracting officer improperly denied offerors an oppor-
tunity to inspect the site.

We deny the protest.

jThe procurement was totally set aside for swIall
business under the authority of 10 U.S.C. §3 2304(a)(1)
(1976). Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR) § 1-706.5(b)
(1976 ed.) provides thatiiunilateral small business set-
asides bay be competed by either "conventional negotia-
tion" or 'Small Business Restricted Advertising," but
establishes a preference for restricted advertising which
"shall be used whenever possible.".

Del Rio maintains that the H1ondo program is not a
complex acquisition requiring necgotiation. Del Rio states
that the contractor has no latitude as to the forin or type
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of training for student pilots, and that the teaching programs
and techniques are fully established, fully developed and
imposed on the contractor. Essentially, Del Rio believes
that this procurement should be advertised since the speci-
fications clearly set forth the Air Force's requirements
and nothing is left to the contractor's discretion.-,,

The flight screening program is designed to eliminate
prospective student pilots who do not have the aptitude
necessary for a more costly undergraduate pilot training
program on the T-37 jet aircraft. Students from allied
nations are included in the flight training. The contractor
is to be responsible for managing the program, providing
instructor pilots, and furnishing operation, supply and
maintenance support for the Hondo facility, including
mechanical repairs, security guards, grounds keeping,
janitorial services, and firefighting.

TLhe contracting officer justified the negotiation of
this-requirement on the grounds that the procurement is
for property or services for which it is impracticable to
obtain competition.' 10 U.S.C. 5 2304(a)(10); DAR 5 3-210.
In this respect, the contracting officer determined that:

of * * * the T-41 aircraft is deemed to be equip-
ment of a highly technical or specialized nature
* * *. Extensive training and FAA certification
are required to perform maintenance on the air-
craft. Operation of the aircraft and providing
instruction re'uire a pilot's license, instruc-
tor certification and extensive experience * * *

[p]roper servicing is essential to the lives
of the students * * *. The Government must
therefore insure that the procedures used to
select a contractor will result in obtaining
the highest quaLLL\., performiance Possible for
the dollars expended.

" * * * Additionally, acquisition by negotia-
tion procedures * * * is necessary because
they involve maintenance, repair, alteration
or inspection * * * [for which] the exact
nature or amount of work to be done is not
known * * *. [Based on the estimates of
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student loads and flying hours] offerors must
project the servic'es and materials required
to maintain, alter, repair and inspect the
equipment. These prolections are Dart of
technical Drososals and are evaluated to
determine the offeror's understanding of
the requirement. * * *

* * * * *

" * * * The contractor must have the necessary
management expertise to respond to variations
in the planned schedule on short notice and to
maintain a smooth operation in case of unfore-
seen circumstances. In order to insure the
selection of a contractor possessing the
necessary manageement expertise, factors such
as management experience demonstrating an
understanding of the requirement * * * must
be evaluated." (Emphasis added.)

Thus, as reflected in the contracting officer's
statement and the agency report,Jithe Air Force's primary
concern appears to be its need for a highly qualified con-
tractor with the requisite inanagement expertise and under-
standing of the proyramn's requirements to insure high
performance, with respect to classroom and- cockpit instruc-
tion (actual flight training in the aircraft), maintenance
and repair of the aircraft, and management of the training
facility.-'

It is clear that the Air Force is buying technical and
managerial competence, not merely routine services which
could be specifically described, and that its minimum needs
can be satisfied only by a high level of such competence.
Under such circumstances, negotiation is authorized.1 See,
e.g., Tidewater Protective Services, Inc., et al.--Recon-
sideration, 56 Cominp. Gen. 649 (1977), 77-1 CPD 361; Chaimeleon
Co., Inc., B-197244, July 22, 1980, 80-2 CPD 59. In fact,
we point out that generally procurements for training and
instructor services are negotiated, see, e.g., Del Rio Flying
Service, inc., B-197448, August 6, 1980, 50-2 CPO _ ;
!1arbridgieouse, Inc., B-195320, February 8, 1980, 30-1
CGPD 112, as are procurements for management and maintenance
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of Government facilities. See, e.g., MlanacIfnent Services,
Inc., 55 Comp. Gen. 715 (1976), 76-1 CPD 74; 52 Coiap. Gen.
718 (1973); 50 Coaip. Cen. 390 (1970); Burns and Roe
Tennessee, Inc., D-189462, July 21, 1973, 78-2 CPD 57.

The protester's reliance on B.B. Saxon Company, Inc.,
57 Conip. Gen. 501 (1978), 78-1 CPD 410, is misplaced. In
that case we held that the Air Force improperly used nego-
tiation procedures in lieu of small business restricted
advertising to award a contract for aircraft engine over-
haul services because we found that adequate specifications
existed to permit the use of formal advertising. Of parti-
cular significance in that case was the fact that the agency
was conducting only a price competition; technical proposals
were not required and a comparative evaluation of offerors'
technical abilities and experience was not made. Here, how-
ever, the Air Force is seeking to conduct such an evaluation,
requiring offerors to demonstrate in their technical pro-
posals their personnel and management capability to provide
flight training and aircraft maintenance and their under-
standing of the overall requirement, including their organi-
zational structure and its relationship to the management
and operation of the Hondo facility. This situation is thus
more akin to the one in Chameleon, supra, where thie agency
also required a high level of technical competence and
evaluated competing technical proposals to acquire that
competence and where vie upheld the use of negotiation
procedures despite the protester's assertion that the
services to be provided were "routine."

With respect to the site inspection, the Air Force
reports that a site inspection took place in January 1980
and that a Del Rio representative started but did not complete
the tour because he left the inspection early. The Air Force
further reports that it advised the protester that it could
arrange for another inspection, but that none has been
requested.

The protest is denied>

For The Compt 0 7 oer General
of the United States




